Use of the OncoLink Site and Content

OncoLink was founded in 1994 with a mission to help cancer patients, families, and individual health care professionals get accurate cancer-related information. You may not use the OncoLink Site or our content for any commercial purposes such as to conduct sales of merchandise or other services of any type. You must obtain our prior written permission to make commercial offers of any kind on the Site, whether by advertising, solicitations, links, or any other form of communication. We will investigate and take appropriate legal action against anyone who violates this provision, including without limitation, removing access to OncoLink and barring such violators from use of the OncoLink website.

The Content is protected by copyright under both United States and foreign intellectual property laws. All Content remains copyrighted to the Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania, except as otherwise noted. We authorize you to view or download a single copy of the material on OncoLink solely for your personal, noncommercial use. Otherwise, You are prohibited from using, downloading, republishing, selling, duplicating, reverse engineering or “scraping” for commercial or any other purpose whatsoever, any of the Content, technology, or any portion of OncoLink or other information contained on OncoLink, in whole or in part, in any medium whatsoever. Any use of the OncoLink Content, Site or technology not expressly permitted by these Terms of Use is a breach of these Terms of Use and may violate copyright, trademark, and other laws.

If you violate these Terms of Use, your permission to use the OncoLink Content automatically terminates and you must immediately destroy any copies you have made of any portion of the Content.

OncoLink Content and features are subject to change or termination without notice. All rights not expressly granted herein are reserved to OncoLink and the Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania. Any special rules for the use of certain software and other items accessible on the OncoLink Site may be included elsewhere within the Site and are incorporated into these Terms of Use by reference.

If you would like to request to license OncoLink content for your corporate educational purposes, please contact our Director of Strategic Partnerships for pricing:

Maggie Hampshire RN, BSN, OCN
Director of Strategic Partnerships
OncoLink
Department of Radiation Oncology
The Perelman Center for Advanced Medicine
3400 Civic Center Blvd
Suite 2338
Philadelphia, PA 19104

215-349-8895
215-349-5445 (fax)
Maggie.Hampshire@pennmedicine.upenn.edu

OncoLink is designed for educational purposes only and is not engaged in rendering medical advice or professional services. The information provided through OncoLink should not be used for diagnosing or treating a health problem or a disease. It is not a substitute for professional care. If you have or suspect you may have a health problem or have questions or concerns about the medication that you have been prescribed, you should consult your health care provider.